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All-New at Clean '13 and You're Invited!
Volume 9, No. 2
You had subscribed to Tingue
Topics at our Web site. It's only
three times per year but if you
need to leave the list, scroll to
the bottom.

Strongest Cart Cover We've Ever Offered
No matter what your linen carts look like on the inside, they
will look clean and pristine while your linens are protected
from the elements when wrapped inside our new, extra
heavy-duty cart covers.

Now, see what's hot at the
laundry.
Ty Acton, Editor

We're Getting Jazzed
for Clean '13!

Meet Team Tingue at the
Clean show booths 2901,
2903 and 2906.

These are made in the USA from rugged, waterproof, vinylcoated nylon. They come with serious heft to protect the carts
from scratches and scuffs, guard the linens against
contamination and deter casual theft.
Your route drivers and other staffers will feel just as proud to
show them off as our own Kylie Osborne. Each linen cart
cover is individually custom sewn to fit any linen cart from any
manufacturer worldwide. Call your Tingue rep or
800.829.3864 with questions or for a quote.

New at Clean '13! Black Knight Belting
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There's belting that's strong, then there's our new belting
that's Army Strong. Inspired by the United States Military
Academy at West Point, our latest Black Knight laundry
belting brings impressive strength to your folders, flatwork
ironers, feeders and other laundry equipment.
It's just tough, lasts a long time and doesn't cost a lot.
More photos and download free spec sheet at
http://www.tinguebrownco.com/products03.shtml

Corner Quotables
"Individual commitment to a
group effort - that is what makes
a team work, a company work, a
society work, a civilization work."
~Vince Lombardi
"The nice thing about teamwork
is that you always have others
on your side."
~Margaret Carty
"Coming together is a beginning.
Keeping together is progress.
Working together is success."
~Henry Ford
"The single biggest constraint on
the success of my organization is
the ability to get and to hang on
to enough of the right people."
~ Jim Collins, Good to Great
Enjoy a favorite quote? Share it
with Tingue Topics. Send it to
tacton@tingue.com.
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New on TalleyMachinery.com
Free Maxi-Press Membranes
Catalog Now Online
This new literature goes in depth to reveal how Maxi-Press
extractor press membranes are designed and manufactured,
and explains why they perform better and last longer than
most OEM membranes. It includes guidance on selecting
the proper membrane for your extractor plus a large
amount of photos, diagrams, illustrations and charts to
make the process a cake-walk.
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Download free at
http://www.talleymachinery.com/products05.shtml

Don't miss our favorite first-time
exhibitor at Clean '13, booth
#2906

www.TalleyMachinery.com

Maxi-Press natural elastomer membranes are available in N.
America exclusively from Talley Machinery.
New photography shows our lighted inspection tables lights
on, lights off at http://www.normancontrol.com/lightedinspection-table.shtml

www.MODLaundry.com

www.TingueBrownCo.com
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